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Abstract

INTRODUCTION

With the growing network of intelligent vehicles, predicting
huge data generation by Vehicular Ad hoc Networks
(VANETs) in near future, the need for high data rate, large
capacity, high reliability and low latency became prime focus
for VANET safety and commercial applications, and shifting
focus in literature on underutilization of network capacity of
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO). Results of MIMO
were encouraging but not sufficient for huge appetite of
VANET applications, thus instilling the need of distinctive
technology to cater such future demands. IEEE 802.11ac
came with enhancement focusing on communication with
multiple users simultaneously thus categorizing the older and
newer technologies as SU-MIMO and MU-MIMO
respectively. The contribution in MU-MIMO till date is
focused on fixed wireless local area network (WLAN), mainly
in cellular networks with base station having multiple
antennas, communicating with multiple users but not in
VANET. In this paper we focused our work on MU-MIMO in
VANET and explained research status and challenges in
realizing MU-MIMO in VANET. We propose modification in
joint user and antenna selection algorithm existing in literature
for WLAN to make it applicable for MU-MIMO VANET.
The performance comparison of MU-MIMO with SU-MIMO
in realistic VANET urban and highway road scenario has been
presented in this paper. The comparison has indicated MUMIMO as a better choice over SU-MIMO in commercial and
safety applications of VANETs, as it doubles the throughput,
increases PDR significantly and reduces end-to-end delay to
nearly half.

MU-MIMO has been widely anticipated as future technology
beyond 4G to provide energy efficiency, spectral efficiency
and high data rate [1,2]. IEEE 802.11ac standard has
mechanisms to support multiple users at one time. MIMO
access point (AP) with multiple antennas communicating with
user device having utmost 2 antennas, do not utilize its full
capacity. It is because AP communicates with users one at a
time in round robin manner. AP with 4 antennas
communicating with user device having one antenna, utilizes
only 25% of its full capacity and wasting remaining 75%.
MU-MIMO technique allows AP to support multiple
simultaneous wireless-fidelity (wi-fi) connections with full
rate thus utilizing full capacity ideally. For simplicity in
realization, MU-MIMO can be considered as an extension of
802.11n to support multiple parallel data streams for multiple
users. Fig. 1 a, b and c shows the basic difference in MIMO,
SU-MIMO and MU-MIMO technologies.

Figure 1(a) MIMO, with single transmitter and single
receiver (user) with 2x2 antennas on each
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48 for data and 4 for control signals. Using different
modulation coding schemes (MCS), data rates from 3 Mbps to
27 Mbps are achieved, which is nearly 1/500 times the
expected data rate for MU-MIMO systems. MU-MIMO is just
in infancy with limited contribution in literature [1,5,6] for
WLANs and with no contribution in VANET area. For MUMIMO in WLAN, channel design has been introduced in [7],
media access control (MAC) protocol in [8] and user selection
algorithms similar to optimal and sub-optimal antenna
selection algorithms for MIMO in [6,9-11].
Figure 1(b): SU-MIMO, with single transmitter and multiple
users with different antennas on each receiver, selecting
transmitter antennas and communicating with multiple users
in time scheduling manner

The paper has been organized as follows: in section II,
background of MU-MIMO is presented. Section III focused
on need and importance of MU-MIMO in VANET. Section
IV discussed the implementation challenges of MU-MIMO in
VANET scenario. Section V presented the basic realization of
MU-MIMO in VANET, results have been presented in section
VI in terms of throughput, delay and packet delivery
compared with SU-MIMO followed by conclusion in Section
VII.

BACKGROUND
MU-MIMO in IEEE 802.11ac is considered as physical layer
enhancement over IEEE 802.11n in 5 GHz band to enhance
throughput, data rate to gigabits and diversity gain. High data
rate is achieved in MU-MIMO by doubling the channel
bandwidth to 80 MHz with option to combine it to 160 MHz
using 256 QAM modulation coding scheme (MCS) as
compared to MIMO standards with 40 MHz channel
bandwidth and 64 QAM MCS. 802.11n MIMO supports 4
spatial streams (SS) whereas MU-MIMO is expected to
support 8 SS thus increasing data rate further by 100%
[12,13]. The data rate at physical layer or theoretical channel
is given by eq. (1), as

Figure 1(c): MU-MIMO, with single transmitter and multiple
users, showing spatial multiplexing and concept of transmit
antenna selection to communicate with all the users in
topology

IEEE 802.11ac standard has feature of MU-MIMO,
supporting multiple users at one time using space division
multiple access (SDMA) concept, where data streams are
separated in space domain and not in time domain. Channel
bandwidth supported are 20, 40, 80 MHz with optional
bandwidth of 160 MHz, much more than 802.11p, thus
enhancing data rate to order of Gbps supported by 256
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) as compared to 64
QAM supported by dedicated short range communication
(DSRC). There is future plan for support of 8 spatial streams
(SS) in this standard thereby increasing throughput
proportionately. 802.11ac MU-MIMO is applicable for
WLAN, as anticipated by the specifications it should work for
VANET as well. IEEE 802.11p, wireless network standard for
vehicular communications [3,4] commonly termed as DSRC
standard for lower layers and Wireless Access for Vehicular
Environment (WAVE) for higher layers, works on 5.9 GHz
band with 75 MHz of bandwidth divided into seven channels
of 10 MHz each with optional 20 MHz channel, much smaller
than channel specified by 802.11ac, covering maximum range
of 1 km. Each channel is divided into 52 OFDM subcarriers,

𝑅 = 𝐵 × 𝑆 × 𝜂 (log 2 𝑀)/𝑇

(1)

R – data rate, B – channel bandwidth in terms of subcarriers,
S- number of spatial streams, η – code rate for specific
modulation technique, M- numbers of modulated waveforms
transmitted, T is time period for symbol.
802.11n with 40 MHz (optional) bandwidth, having 4 SS, 64
QAM, using orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) with code rate 5/6, and time period of 3.6 μsec (short
guard interval) achieves data rate of 600 Mbps, while
802.11ac, with 80 MHz channel supporting 8 SS gives data
rate of nearly 3.5 Gbps, ~ 6 times that of MIMO, suggesting
same scalability for throughput. Lucrative results by
increasing channel bandwidth, constellation density and SS
are desirable but gives nightmare to developers to meet
intense challenges in designing. With the advancement in
technology, and networking giants contributing in the area,
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realizing data rate in Gbps will not be difficult. As in eq. (1),
various factors contribute in increasing data rate. Increasing
bandwidth (B) due to limited spectrum assigned for wi-fi, is
not feasible. Code rate (η), waveforms transmitted (M) and
guard interval (T) depends on MCS. 256 QAM transmitting 8
bits per wave, has complex constellation map resulting in
resilience of signal to noise and interference ratio thus
requiring more signal power. SS can be increased by
increasing number of antennas placed on device, which is
restricted by size of the node, power consumption by multiple
antennas, degrees of freedom, cost of RF components and
complexity in signal combining at receiver. Out of all the
variable factors for enhancing data rate, increase in SS viz.
number of antennas is most applicable, provided the
challenges to add more antennas are mitigated. This will work
for both SU-MIMO and MU-MIMO but for multi user,
capacity utilization will be maximum restricted by total
capacity of multiple antenna devices. MU-MIMO is realized
using beamforming as shown in Fig. 2. Access point
maximizes the signal shown with blue lobes towards user 1
and null steers it from 2, 3 and 4. Similarly AP directs energy
to user 2 as represented by red color and null steers it from 1,
3 and 4.

channels are not used for signal transmission due to low SNR.
High cost of RF components and large complexity of linear
pre coding and combining algorithms puts limit on receiver
antennas and instills need for antenna selection. Antennas are
required to be spaced at least half wavelength to keep check
on co-channel interference.

NEED FOR MU-MIMO IN VANET
Sevenfold increase predicted in global mobile data by 2021,
will require gigantic shift from cellular networks to wi-fi [14].
Increase in mobile devices to about 1.5 per capita by 2021,
increased demand for video data which is expected to
contribute to nearly 70% of the total mobile data and
enhanced enterprise networking requirement with bring your
own device (BYOD) policy, has already given a thrust for
MU-MIMO [1]. It is expected in next five years that traffic
generated through IoT with 23% compounded annual growth
rate (CAGR), will surpass the traffic generated by mobile
users, one quarter of which would be contributed by
intelligent vehicles [15], further 35% of CAGR anticipated by
automobile giants in connected cars [16] increasing the data
contribution by vehicular traffic, manifolds.
MU-MIMO utilizes available spectrum efficiently and
enhances capacity to manifolds as compared to MIMO in
dense areas thus can handle the large data contributed by
vehicular nodes. With high capacity supported by MU-MIMO
increased data demand for VANET commercial applications
can also be supported. VANET safety applications deals with
small packet size as compared to those generated by others,
demands less delay, MU-MIMO communicating with multiple
users at one time reduces wait time thus reducing delay. The
benefits of MU-MIMO in VANET environment are driving
force for adoption of MU-MIMO in VANET.

Figure 2: Beamforming in MU-MIMO showing main lobe
towards selected user and null steering to other users

MU-MIMO CHALLENGES IN VANETS
The work in MU-MIMO till date has focused only on fixed
WLAN, cellular networks with base station having multiple
antennas, communicating with stationary multiple users
[1,5,9,17]. Some contribution for wireless mesh networks and
WiMAX has been presented in [9,18-21]. VANET being a
peculiar ad hoc network, demands different implementation
requirements than mesh networks [22]. We are interested in
evaluating the effect of MU-MIMO on VANET having high
node mobility.

MU-MIMO at any particular time does beamforming to
communicate with multiple users ideally depending upon the
antennas on AP. 4 antennas placed on AP may communicate
with 4 users with single antenna {4;1x1}, or one user with 2x2
and two users with single antenna {3; 2x2, 1x1, 1x1}.
Depending on number of antennas, number of users can be
decided. Generalizing for NT and NR transmit and receive
antennas on all users, number of users can be given by NT /
NR, further considering MT and MR selected transmit and
receive antennas respectively (NT ; MT , NR ; MR ), number of
users will be MT / MR . In highly scattering environment with
multipath fading, MIMO transmitter with NT antennas can
utilize its full capacity given by min(NT, NR ), if transmitting
to MIMO receiver with NR antennas. Generally some of the

Despite 802.11ac WAVE 2 standard highlighting its impact
on wi-fi networks [23] entering commercially into market in
2015, no contribution has been made in the field of VANET
till date. MU-MIMO study has been done for mesh and fixed
ad hoc networks, showing improvement in throughput and
delay w.r.t SU-MIMO [9,18].
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Focus of the previous work has been on scalability of MUMIMO [7] and massive MIMO [24-25], with multiple
antennas or antenna arrays on base station whereas VANET
challenges are different as limited number of antennas are
required, with vehicle itself acting as an access point for other
vehicular nodes. The focus was mainly on downlink with very
few contributions in uplink scenario as well [2,7-8,17,19,26].
We have detailed the challenges for MU-MIMO VANET
physical layer in this section. Key challenges for MU-MIMO
realization in VANETs are:

mean square error (MMSE), maximum ratio combining
(MRC) and linear combining (LR) [37,38]. Apart form the
major challenges specified, the challenges in pre coding
techniques for achieving high capacity in MU-MIMO have
been addressed in [8,25,38,39-43], that for getting accurate
CSI in [44], channel estimation techniques with reduced
overhead in [38,45].
Considering large degrees of freedom in spatial domain, zero
forcing (ZF) and block diagonalization (BD), linear precoding
schemes yield better results in reducing co-channel
interference (CCI) as compared to complex non-linear dirty
paper coding (DPC). User selection in MU-MIMO without
CSI [46], user selection and scheduling with CSI in
[6,10,11,46], are not considering dynamic nature of VANET.
In [18], channel fading has been ignored, whereas it has
detrimental effect on VANET performance, hence can not be
ignored. Further differential queue scheduling algorithm
suggested, increases overheads and is not required in single
hop ad hoc network with small packet size of safety message.
The round robin scheduling for choosing group of transmitter/
receiver is easy in implementation [9] but will not give
accurate results in actual vehicular scenario with vehicle
coming and leaving the network thus changing topology
frequently.

A. Antenna design, spacing and node geometry
Antenna design, vehicle geometry and antenna placing affects
the performance of network [27,28]. MIMO antenna designs
for VANET are not as challenging as for MIMO mobile
networks due to sufficient place for mounting antennas and
unrestricted power availability [29]. It has been observed in
[30] that antennas placed on the roof-top of vehicle yields
better performance in terms of packet error rate (PER). The
constraints on vehicular antenna placing have been briefed in
[31]. In [32], various types of automotive antennas have been
listed. Beamforming antennas with eight possible beams are
inherently different from MIMO antennas required for MUMIMO implementation [33], further desirable distance among
antennas to avoid interference is half to one full wavelength,
measuring 3-6 cm for DSRC.

REALIZING MU-MIMO IN VANET
The benefits for MU-MIMO motivated us to explore its utility
in VANET inspite of challenges. In this section we have
presented steps to realize MU-MIMO in VANET. Firstly we
have described about possible physical layer designs for MUMIMO VANET followed by system model, user selection and
scheduling algorithm for MU-MIMO VANET.

B. Channel Modeling
High relative velocity among vehicles, dynamic topology and
rich scattering environment are the major constraints affecting
channel modeling techniques. The impact of VANET channel
modeling on higher layer protocols have been observed in
single antenna scenario [34]. With MIMO in picture,
modeling becomes complex as number of independent
channel increases to 𝑵𝑻 × 𝑵𝑹 , and with MU-MIMO
complexity further increases to, 𝑵𝑻 × 𝑲 × 𝑵𝑹 , channel
estimations, with K being number of users in MU-MIMO.
Explicit channel measurement suggested in [35], is practically
not possible in VANETs, so hybrid channel modeling which
is a combination of stochastic and deterministic approach may
work better [36].

The complex and compact constellation map for 256 QAM
being used in MU-MIMO requires antennas to transmit at
high power to reduce attenuation and interference. VANET is
not constrained by power limitation or by size of node, as in
other multi hop networks, so only limit is the additional
antenna cost, corresponding RF components cost and space to
install antennas. Linear antenna array design with 4 circular
patch antenna placed on the vehicle roof-top has been
suggested in [47], which can further be extended for 8
antennas, considering sufficient space on rooftop of vehicles.
Antennas can be placed in the form of arrays where each
antenna is separated by distance of atleast λ/2, where λ is
wavelength of the electromagnetic wave considering vehicle
movement in y direction.

C. Channel Estimation
Existing algorithms for channel estimation will not yield
accurate results due to significant doppler shift in non
stationary vehicular environment. Semi blind techniques are
expected to give better approximation as compared to purely
blind or training based. In presence of inter carrier
interference in 802.11p subcarriers, eigen vector (EV)
algorithm gives better performance as compared to minimum

Antenna designs and placing have been suggested in [48], and
multiple antennas for vehicular nodes in [47]. Critical antenna
design details are beyond the scope of this work. Wireless
channels suffer path loss, multipath fading and shadowing due
to reflection, refraction and diffraction of signal. Rayleigh
Channel model for non line of sight (NLOS), rician model for
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LOS components have been suggested [49]. Doppler effect is
prominent with vehicle moving at high speed. Doppler spread
at 5.9 GHz band, with vehicles moving at a relative velocity
of 60 km/hr, is ~327Hz, thus requiring quasi-static channel for
about 3 ms. Considering commercialized version of 802.11ac
MU-MIMO for 80 MHz channel, 256 QAM, 5/6 code rate and
3 spatial streams achieving data rate of the order of 1.3 Gbps,
it requires nearly 1μs for transmission of 100 bytes safety
message packet, assuming throughput of about 70% of total
capacity and delay in transmission, which is much below the
time period for which channel is static. 3000 such small safety
packets can be transmitted before doppler effect become
significant. With these results we may assume that high
streaming videos and multimedia data can also be
communicated at such high data rates without being affected
by doppler spread.

The steps will be repeated periodically after a time period
during which channel has quasi-static behavior.

A. Transmitter selection
Assuming that the safety message is to be passed to vehicles
on the rear in same lane, the vehicle in front will transmit to
all other vehicles at single hop distance. On board unit (OBU)
of the vehicle can be programmed to issue warning message.
For example, consider the road maintenance work or an
accident scenario, the lead vehicle will broadcast warning
message to the vehicles following it about the road block
status. At any point of time the leading vehicle will transmit,
the problem occurs when there are multiple vehicles on lead
(in multiple lanes), in that case channel access mechanism
CSMA/ CA as applicable to ad hoc network can be employed,
hence the node that firstly acquire the channel will transmit
first and other nodes at one hop distance will be users. The
control message exchange RTS/CTS, grant or ack in single
hop communication can be omitted thus keeping overheads
and delay at the lowest, moreover broadcasting will ensure
that message reaches to all the nodes in topology. Further
position based routing can be applied to communicate nodes
at multi hops as trajectory based routing will limit the data
flow for single pre calculated trajectory thus making it
difficult to route packets in sparse network scenario.

The channel on highway scenario will have LOS component
as there are no buildings around causing scattering whereas
channel in urban scenario will have NLOS component, thus
requiring channel modeling to cater to both scenarios.
Nakagami-m fading model has more practical applicability in
fading environments [50]. MU-MIMO has spatial degrees of
freedom available, so benefits of eigen value (EV) based
channel estimation [38,51] can be exploited in MU-MIMO,
and would be best suited for LS and MMSE.
As role of vehicular node will change with changes in
topology at any point of time, only single vehicle at front will
be communicating the messages to all users at single hop
distance so only downlink (DL) scenario can be considered.
Single vehicle can act as an access-point for multiple other
vehicles or may act as one of the users for DL MU-MIMO
scenario. For enhanced performance, optimal or sub-optimal
user selection is required, also to reduce interference antenna
selection at users is required. Vehicle acting as a transmitter
may communicate using selected antennas on selected
vehicles. Transmitters and receivers being mentioned are all
vehicular nodes, we will interchangeably use transmitter as an
access point and receivers as users in text for better
understanding wherever required. User selection and
scheduling in MU-MIMO VANET can be achieved using
following procedure:


Selecting transmitter node, for broadcasting message
to all the connected users



Users’ selection for transmitting message within the
time frame specified, considering acceptable delay
for safety messages



Users with multiple antennas receive/ send data on
all diversity branches leading to interference thus
annihilating performance of MU-MIMO and shifting
focus on user antenna selection

B. System Model
The role of vehicles will change with time from transmitter to
receiver, so we assume that all the vehicles have same number
of antennas but for better understanding we will assume
antennas on transmitter as NT and that on receiver(s) as NR.

C. Notations
For realizing system model, we have used common notations
as follows: single dimension matrices have been denoted by
lower case alphabets, whereas two dimension matrices with
uppercase. 𝒞 N x M represents complex matrix of dimension N
x M. [.]T is matrix transpose and [.]H is hermitian conjugate.
||.||F represents frobenius norm. tr(.) is trace of matrix, E[.] is
statistical estimation of vector quantities.
We consider the complete infrastructure-less ad hoc vehicular
scenario as detailed in previous section. Number of antennas
on vehicles either in transmitter mode or in user mode, is
same, but for better understanding we are taking antennas on
transmitter as NT and on users as NR. K users are considered
which are at single hop distance from transmitter where
k={1,2,3,….., K} Considering downlink scenario, channel Hk
between transmitter and kth user is given by 𝑯𝒌 ∈ 𝓒𝑵𝑹 × 𝑵𝑻 ,
for all transmit antennas used for beamforming initially.
Channel matrix Hk can be modeled as identically independent
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Symbol vector 𝓼𝒌 , preprocessed by 𝑾𝒌 produces a signal
vector given by 𝒙𝒌 ∈ 𝓒𝒏𝑹𝒌 × 𝟏

distributed (i.i.d) complex gaussian random variable
considering nakagami-m fading model, where m <1, ∀ k ∈
{1,2,…,K}. For each user k, number of beamforming transmit
antennas and number of receive antennas for signal receiving
are different, assuming 𝒏𝑻𝒌 out of NT transmit antennas are
used for beamforming for transmitting to 𝒏𝑹𝒌 selected
antennas for kth user. Transmsitter preprocesses the symbol
vector 𝓼𝒌 ∈ 𝓒𝒏𝑹𝒌 × 𝟏 for kth user by using beamforming matrix
𝑾𝒌 ∈ 𝓒𝒏𝑻𝒌 × 𝒏𝑹𝒌 . Received signal vector of kth user is given
by
𝑛𝑅

𝑦𝑘 = 𝐻𝑘 ∑𝑖=1𝑘 𝑊𝑖 𝓈𝑖 + 𝓃𝑘
𝓃𝑘 ∈ 𝒞 𝑛𝑅𝑘 × 1 ,

𝒏𝑹

∑𝒊=𝟏𝒌 𝒙𝒊 ∼ 𝑿𝒌

Signal vector of equation (2) can be re-written for simplicity
as
𝑦𝑘 = 𝐻𝑘 𝑋𝑘 + 𝓃𝑘

(4)

(2)

is zero mean additive white gaussian noise
𝑇

𝑦𝑘 = {𝑦𝑘1 , 𝑦𝑘2 , … . , 𝑦𝑘 𝑛𝑅 } ∈ 𝒞 𝑛𝑅𝑘 × 1 is received signal
𝑘

matrix at kth user

𝑇

𝓈𝑘 = {𝓈𝑘1 , 𝓈𝑘2 , … . , 𝓈𝑘 𝑛𝑅 } ∈ 𝒞 𝑛𝑅𝑘 × 1 , symbol vector of kth
𝑘

user

𝑤𝑘 = [

𝑤𝑘11

⋯

𝑤𝑘 1𝑛𝑅

⋮

⋱
⋯

⋮

𝑤𝑘 𝑛𝑇

𝑘

1

𝑤𝑘 𝑛𝑇

𝑘

𝑘

Figure 3: MU-MIMO communications showing antenna
selection at transmitter, user selection and user antenna
selection.

] ∈ 𝒞 𝑛𝑇𝑘 × 𝑛𝑅𝑘

𝑛𝑅 𝑘

beamforming matrix for kth user

D. Combined User and antenna selection for VANET
transmitter

𝑇

Fig. 3 shows the MU-MIMO scenario representing eq. (2).
Successive Optimization (SO) scheme works on algorithm to
select users while minimizing transmit power. Frobenius norm
based selection gives optimal set of antennas with orthogonal
channel matrix, that can be achieved by using orthogonal
space time block coding (OSTBC). The following
assumptions have been made for the system model,
transmitter has complete or partial CSI available for all users
by using channel sounding, giving impulse response of the
channel. Further details about CSI, is out of scope of our
work. With CSI knowledge at transmitter each user has
individual power constraint of Pk, with total power constraint
of P at transmitter.

𝓃𝑘 = {𝓃𝑘1 , 𝓃𝑘2 , … . , 𝓃𝑘 𝑛𝑅 } ∈ 𝒞 𝑛𝑅𝑘 × 1 , zero mean white
𝑘

gaussian noise for user k

with σ2 as variance, having flat energy spectrum given by

𝐸{𝑛𝑘 𝑛𝑘𝐻 } = 𝜎𝑛2𝑘 𝐼𝑛𝑅,𝑘

(3)

Channel matrix 𝐻𝑘 is given by

𝐻𝑘 = [

ℎ𝑘1

⋯

ℎ𝑘 𝑛𝑇

⋮

⋱
⋯

⋮

ℎ𝑘 𝑛𝑅

𝑘

ℎ𝑘 𝑛𝑅

𝑘

𝑘

With 256 QAM in WAVE 2 standard, fading rate is much less
than data rate, as discussed earlier; therefore constant channel
realization can be considered for time equal to transmission
time of thousand short frames. All selected users at single hop
distance making scheduled set of user, are precoded
successively and allocated power using successive
optimization (SO) technique by projecting the transmit

] ∈ 𝒞 𝑛𝑅𝑘 × 𝑛𝑇𝑘

𝑛𝑇𝑘
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processing matrix of user i ∈ {1,2,…k…, K} in null space of
previously coded matrix for (i-1)th user. As each user faces
different power constraint Pk , given by

E. Algorithm for combined user and antenna selection

𝑷𝒌 ≥ 𝒕𝒓(𝑸𝒌 )

static, is given by 𝓤𝒍 where 𝒍 = {𝟏, 𝟐, … . , (𝑲𝑲 )} , for 𝑲𝟎

Assuming set of users as 𝓤 = {𝟏, 𝟐, … . . , 𝑲}, and possible
subsets of selected users at any time slot for which channel is

(5)

𝟎

where 𝑸𝒌 is interference and noise covariance matrix, given
by
𝑄𝑘 =

𝜎𝑛2𝑘 𝐼𝑛𝑅,𝑘

+ 𝐸 {[

𝑋𝑘 𝑋𝑘𝐻 ]

| 𝐻}

number of users selected from K.
Number of antennas on each user and transmitter is same but
denoted by NR and NT respectively for reason specified
above. 𝓐𝒋 , represent the possible subset of antennas for kth

(6)

assuming interference is only contributed by precoded
transmit processing matrix of previously added users, σ2
being variance of random Gaussian variable 𝓏 . σ2 is 1 for
𝓏~ N(0,1) as proved mathematically in literature.

user. |𝓐𝒋 | = NR, maximum number of antennas available on
user, 𝒋 = {𝟏, 𝟐, … . . , (𝒏𝑵𝑹 )} where 𝒏𝑹𝒌 antennas are selected
out of 𝑵𝑹 antennas.

𝐻 = {ℎ1 , ℎ2 , … . . , ℎ𝑙 , … . , ℎ𝑛𝑅 }

𝑄𝑖 = (𝐼𝑛𝑅,𝑘 +

1
2
𝜎𝑛

𝑘

𝐻
∑𝑖−1
𝑗=1(𝐻𝑖 𝑊𝑗 ) (𝐻𝑖 𝑊𝑗 ) )

where in eq(13) 𝒉𝒍 ∀ 𝒍 is 𝒍𝒕𝒉 row of matrix given by
𝒉𝒍 = {𝒉𝒍𝟏 , 𝒉𝒍𝟐 , … , 𝒉𝒍𝒍 … , 𝒉𝒍𝒏𝑻 }

(7)

1
2
𝜎𝑛

𝑘

𝐻𝑖 𝑄𝑖 𝐻𝑖 𝐻 |

ℎ𝑙1

(8)

ℎ𝑙𝑙 = {[ ⋮
ℎ𝑙 𝑁𝑅

𝛾
𝑛𝑅 𝑘

(10)

𝑙

𝑙

Step 1 : identify row ℎ𝑙 from eq. (11), giving best frobenius
norm resulting in selection of lth user

𝐻𝑘 𝐻𝑘𝐻 |

Step 2: for lth user select 𝑛𝑅𝑙 user antennas and 𝑛 𝑇𝑙 transmit
antennas

(11)

where 𝚪 is average SNR for all K users for total selected
antennas given by ∑𝑲
𝒌=𝟏 𝒏𝑹𝒌



selecting 𝑛𝑅𝑙 antennas at lth user



from matrix in eq. (15) select column u < v column
iff ||hu||2 >||hv||2 , otherwise choose vth column so as
to maximize the equation

To maximize the data sum rate expression in eq. (11) while
selecting antennas for kth user, keeping minimum threshold
for SNR, requires maximization of
𝐻
2
2
∑𝐾
𝑖=1 𝐻𝑘 𝐻𝑘 = ‖𝐻𝑘 ‖𝐹 = ‖𝐻‖𝐹

(15)

The algorithm has following steps:

The sum of data rate for all K users will be
Γ

𝑙

⋱
⋮
] ∈ 𝒞 𝑛𝑅𝑙 × 𝑛𝑇𝑙 }
⋯ ℎ 𝑙 𝑁𝑅 𝑁𝑇

considering 𝒏𝑻𝒍 beamforming transmit antennas selected for
user l and 𝒏𝑹𝒍 user antennas selected at user side. For
selecting users and antennas, find ‖𝒉𝒍 ‖𝟐𝑭 ∀ 𝒍 in 𝓤𝒍 .

where 𝛾 is average SNR per user given by 𝑃𝑘 ⁄𝜎𝑛2𝑘

𝑘=1 𝑛𝑅𝑘

𝑙

ℎ𝑙 𝑁𝑇

(9)

𝐻𝑖 𝐻𝑖 𝐻 |

𝑅𝑠𝑢𝑚 = log 2 |𝐼𝑁𝑇 + ∑𝐾
𝑖=1 ∑𝐾

⋯

where 𝒉𝒍𝒍 is channel matrix for lth user

eq (9) can be re-written in terms of SNR as
𝑅𝑖 = log 2 |𝐼𝑛𝑇 ,𝑘 +

(14)

𝒌

The date rate for ith added user will be given by
𝑅𝑖 = log 2 |𝐼𝑛𝑇 ,𝑘 +

(13)

𝑘

Using noise energy spectrum for kth user as in eq. (3) ,
expanding eq. (6) further, we get
𝐻
𝑄𝑖 = 𝜎𝑛2𝑘 𝐼𝑛𝑅,𝑘 + ∑𝑖−1
𝑗=1(𝐻𝑖 𝑊𝑗 ) (𝐻𝑖 𝑊𝑗 )

𝑹𝒌

𝑁𝑅 𝑙

max

2≤𝑢,𝑣≤𝑛𝑇𝑙

(12)

2

2

{∑|ℎ𝑖,𝑢 | + |ℎ𝑖,𝑣 | } 𝑢 ≠ 𝑣
𝑖=1

delete uth or vth column, repeat till we check all
columns, and finally select 𝑛𝑅𝑙 antennas

which is frobenius norm.

So individual antenna from pool of NR, user antennas can be
selected if the frobenius norm as per eq. (12) for the channel
row is maximum for that antenna thus contributing to
maximization of data sum rate viz. throughput.
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repeat above step for rows to select 𝑛 𝑇𝑙 transmit
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𝑛𝑅 𝑙

max

2≤𝑢,𝑣≤𝑛𝑅𝑙

2

NT and on users as NR, with K users for VANET scenario.
Maximum of 8 antennas have been considered on vehicle,
mounted on roof-top in linear array. Performance has been
evaluated in term of throughput, packet delivery ratio, delay
and compared with results of SU-MIMO.

2

{∑|ℎ𝑢,𝑗 | + |ℎ𝑣,𝑗 | } 𝑢 ≠ 𝑣
𝑖=1

delete uth or vth rows, repeat till we check all rows, and finally
select 𝑛 𝑇𝑙 antennas

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Simulations have been carried to evaluate the performance of
MU-MIMO in VANET. Simulations have been done with 500
different channel realizations considering linear precoding and
singular value decomposition (SVD).

Table 1: Parameters for MU-MIMO VANET simulations
Parameters

Values

Frequency

5.9 GHz

Bandwidth

40 MHz/160 MHz

Modulation Scheme

64 QAM/256 QAM

Convolution Code

5/6

Channel Model

Nakagami –m fading model

Number of Antennas

8

Payload Size

100 bytes

Beacon Time Interval

100 ms

Signal to Noise Ratio

20 dB

Transmission Range

250-300 m

Area of Simulation

1000 x 1000 m2

Number of Vehicles

10/20/40/60/80

Speed of Vehicles

20 -100 km/hr

Figure 4: Throughput for SU-MIMO, and MU-MIMO for
different number of user antennas and NT=8 for a) urban
road scenario b) highway scenario

Fig. 4 depicts the throughput for urban and highway scenario.
SU in legend is for SU-MIMO, U2 for K=2, 𝑛𝑅𝑘 = 4, NT=8 in
all cases. U8 for K=8, 𝑛𝑅𝑘 = 1 , U5 for K=5, 𝑛𝑅𝑘 =
{2,2,2,1,1}∀ 𝐾 = {1,2,3,4,5} , U4 for K=4, 𝑛𝑅𝑘 = 2 on each
user. Performance of SU-MIMO is very low as compared to
others. The scheme that make best use of multipath fading is
benefitted most from MU-MIMO. Performance of U5 scheme
is much closer to U4 for more number of users. Performance
on highway scenario is low as multipath fading is less and
LOS component is strong hence neutralizing the benefit of
multipath fading for enhancing throughput.

The analytical results may have limited validity in practical
scenario, so we have considered the vehicular movement
scenario on urban and highway roads with vehicles ranging
from 10 to 80 vehicles in 1000 x 1000 m2 area with vehicle
speed ranging from 20 km/hr to 100 km/hr considering the
maximum permissible speed limit on urban roads and
practical speeds on highway. Results have been obtained for
safety messages with packet size of 100 bytes with beacon
time interval of 100 ms, without much change in topology
during message transmission, as the time taken for safety
message dissemination are in order of microseconds analyzed
in section IV. Transmission range of 250-300 m can simulate
sparse traffic scenario with average of 1-2 vehicles in
specified area. The antennas on all vehicular nodes are same,
but for notational convenience, on transmitter it is denoted by
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Figure 5: Packet Delivery Ratio for SU-MIMO, and MUMIMO for different number of user antennas and N T=8 for a)
urban road scenario b) highway scenario

Figure 6: End to End for SU-MIMO, and MU-MIMO for
different number of user antennas and NT=8 for a) urban
road scenario b) highway scenario

Fig. 5 shows the variation of packet delivery ratio (PDR) with
number of antennas. PDR are the packets transmitted
successfully versus the packets generated. PDR increases with
increase in number of vehicles due to restricted mobility of
vehicles resulting in successful packet transmission. User and
antenna numbers are assumed to be same as in previous
scenario. Transmission Scheme with 4 users having 2
antennas each outperforms others, as it exploits the benefit of
multipath fading and spatial diversity owing to multiple users
added in topology. The difference between SU-MIMO and
MU-MIMO is wide in sparse vehicle scenario as the vehicles
are distant located and connectivity becomes problem.
Performance of all schemes in highway scenario is low in
comparison to urban as a benefit of MIMO diversity due to
buildings and obstacles creating multipaths is more prevalent
on urban roads. Performance of MU-MIMO scheme with 4
users is better for sparse traffic from 5 users scheme than for
dense traffic as the multipath diversity benefits are
overpowered by congestion resulting in packet drops. PDR of
0.9 and above are required for reliable transmission in
wireless networks but for VANETs it is difficult to achieve
with SU-MIMO due to stringent network conditions as
observed in fig. 5(a) and (b), but with MU-MIMO PDR above
0.9 is achievable.

Fig. 6, compares the end to end delay in MU-MIMO VANET
scenario. Delay is in order of milliseconds, and is least with 4
users having two selected antennas, giving maximum of 8
streams. For the obvious reason delay is more for sparse
traffic as compared to dense, further as we reach to 80
vehicles on road it gives a breakeven and further increase in
nodes may result in longer delay.
The results so obtained in terms of basic metrics are better for
MU-MIMO, but involves complexity in terms of user and
antennas selection. Hence it is worth analyzing the complexity
of algorithm that is also one of the contributors in delay. For
small number of antennas it may work but for the algorithm to
work in wider perspective, scalability is important. Matrix
calculations, frobenius norm calculations are major
contributors in complexity.
In this algorithm vector calculations have to be done for
finding frobenius norm to select users in step 1 for 𝑈𝑙 ×
𝑁𝑅𝑙 × 𝑁𝑇𝑙 matrix given in eq. (15), vector calculations has
complexity O( 𝑈𝑙 𝑁𝑅𝑙 𝑁𝑇𝑙 ). For step 2, vector calculations are
required to find antennas for single user by selecting columns
and then rows, adding complexity 𝑂(𝑁𝑅𝑙 𝑁𝑇𝑙 ) and 𝑂 (𝑛𝑅𝑙 𝑁𝑇𝑙 )
respectively. For simplicity, selected users are represented by
U and receive and transmit antennas, which are same on
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vehicles is represented by N. Complexities of three vector
calculations are O(UN2), O(N2), O(N2). Without loss of
generality, considering large number of antennas and limited
users U<<N, the complexity can be given by O(N2) whereas
the exhaustive search has complexity of the O(N3). Hence
there is significant reduction in complexity as compared to
exhaustive search hence contributes in delay reduction even
for large number of antennas.
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